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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Eversource contracted ERS and DNV GL to evaluate three battery storage demand
demonstration projects. Through this evaluation, our goal is to help Eversource understand the
effectiveness and reliability of daily dispatch energy storage as demand response resources. The
understanding captured in this study will inform the incorporation of daily dispatch battery
storage as an eligible active demand reduction strategy in Eversource’s full-scale DR program.
The dispatch strategies for the full-scale program may or may not be similar to those tested in
the demonstration projects.
The demand demonstration project is actively being deployed for the 2018 and 2019 summer
seasons and 2018–2019 and 2019–2020 winter seasons. This evaluation report summarizes the
findings from the 2019 summer season. This study consists of process and impact evaluation
efforts.
The results of this three-site study affirm several of the hypotheses regarding the value of
batteries as demand management devices. The findings from this study also point to the fact
that installation and optimization of controls take longer and have more potential obstacles than
typically accounted for. Once the battery systems are installed, operational, and optimized, they
are reliable, predictable, and easy to measure. Straightforward and defensible data produced by
the vendors’ systems was available and demonstrated their exact impact on facility and in turn
grid load. Occasional anomalous errant data occurred no more frequently than with other
equipment logging or utility-grade premise-level interval metering systems.
These strengths generally apply to the use of batteries for demand reduction and particularly in
the application of daily deployment for ongoing load management. The evaluation also
revealed the complexities of using any devices for daily load management. Study findings are
that:
 The installation and “shakedown” period required to refine operation is long and
complex. Battery installations at large facilities such as these demonstration sites are
complex. At least while the Massachusetts market is emerging, start-up delays are likely,
as evidenced by diverse issues slowing development. Challenges at just these three sites
included defective hardware, communications problems, legal objections to contract
terms, extended utility interconnection reviews, municipal zoning concerns, and needing
to design and commission systems so that they complement existing on-site CHP systems.
All barriers were or are being overcome by persistent vendors, customers, and Eversource
project managers. Based on the evaluated projects, it could take anywhere from 9 months
to 2 years to go from project conception to operation.
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 Once functional, seasonal average performance is good. Daily dispatch systems are
almost meeting their committed levels. The three battery systems’ committed average
load reduction during the daily dispatch period was 1,070 kW. Evaluated average load
reduction during the dispatch periods was 972 kW, 91% of the commitment. The
evaluated average daily dispatch reductions were found to be 4% higher than the reported
reductions for Site A. Evaluators did not receive reported average daily dispatch
reductions for Sites B&C.
 Daily dispatch systems can escalate load reduction for the ICAP hour. The two battery
systems in place during the 2019 ICAP hour committed 695 kW as their average daily
dispatch load reduction. During the ICAP hour they concentrated discharge over the
anticipated ICAP period and markedly increased their performance, discharging energy at
a rate of 1,090 kW, a 56% boost.
 Controls optimization of batteries is critical in facilities with other DERs such as CHP
systems. Over the entire summer season, the average reductions achieved show that the
technology performed reliably and as instructed. However, specific instances of nonperformance were observed. The charging logic is complex and can have unintended
consequences, especially when other load management systems such as CHP plants are
present, and when programming the batteries to meet multiple objectives (e.g.
Eversource-specified dispatch period load reduction and customer bill reduction).
Interaction with controls and logic associated with CHP caused undesirable instructions
to be given to the batteries that likely degraded customers’ monthly demand charge
benefit. This is a site-specific and correctable issue. For sites with other DERs, stakeholders
must be prepared for troubleshooting during season 1 of operation before the battery
controls can be fully optimized. Additionally, Eversource could help provide technical
support and advice to facilities when other DERs are present in order to avoid the controls
issues identified in the evaluated sites.
 Customers are satisfied with their vendors and are optimistic about future performance.
Customers were particularly satisfied with the technology and their vendor interactions
(rating those project aspects with a 5.0 out of 5) and rated the overall project with a 4.0 out
of 5. Although all three customers experienced implementation challenges and delays,
they did not feature prominently in the customer surveys or when they did, were
acknowledged as par-for-the-course with battery projects. Two customers were unable to
provide a definitive rating of their satisfaction for the financial benefits of the project, one
because their project was not yet online when they responded to the customer survey, and
the other because they were still analyzing their savings at the time of their response.
(Both customers gave a 3 of 5 for financial benefits.) The remaining customer expressed
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dissatisfaction with this project element (rating of 1 of 5). The participants expressed longterm optimism and all plan to remain with the program next year.
The evaluation team has developed two recommendations in response to this year’s effort.
 The vendor should clearly define DR objectives for each customer and educate
customers regarding realistic financial expectations for their systems. Based on the
customer surveys, it appears that customers do not sufficiently understand and are not yet
satisfied with the financial benefits achieved to date. The surveys were either
administered prior to the sites receiving payments or having been presented with the
savings for the season by the vendors.
It is essential that the customers are made aware of realistic magnitudes of the various
value streams. The prioritization of DR objectives, depending on a site’s load, could
impact the magnitude of the different value streams. For example, as described in the
Customer Peak Demand Reduction section, prioritizing daily dispatch reductions at a site
where the daily dispatch schedule and the customer peak demand window do not
coincide could result in diminished customer peak demand reductions during the
summer months.
While potentially time-consuming for the vendor, proactive communication about
financial benefits (both expected and achieved) to their customers would be in the interest
of all stakeholders, including the utility, as it would help elucidate the potential value
from participation in DR programs and improve customer satisfaction.
 Require more gradual recharging. The battery systems often have severe upward spikes
in load immediately after the end of discharge periods. This might strain customer or
distribution systems during these shoulder periods. As noted in the targeted DR report,
there appears to be enough time for the systems to charge later and/or more gradually. If
the primary motivation to participate is Eversource incentives, as opposed to bill
reduction, and the program can have such a specification, require that recharge be gradual
and possibly deferred to later in the evenings to avoid these spikes.
In addition, to aid future evaluation we recommend:
 Collect additional contextual information. Contextual information that could be collected
in advance and help the evaluation team characterize daily dispatch battery operation
includes:
 Operational data from co-located distributed energy resources (DERs) such as
combined heat and power (CHP) systems
 Site electric rate schedule
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 ICAP tag exposure in supply bills, if applicable and available
 If there are multiple DERs, loading order of the DERs in the customer’s operational
strategy (e.g. which system is deployed first or is otherwise prioritized)
 Priority of objectives if there is a single DER striving to meet multiple objectives in
the same period, as this might help understand non-performance.
 Have vendors communicate site control objectives to Eversource and evaluators. As part
of documentation and data transfer, vendors should be required to explain control
objectives for the site and if there are multiple objectives, their order of priority.
 Eversource should carefully design future demonstration projects to prioritize different
DR objectives at each demonstration project site. Depending on customer rate structures
and supply contracts, daily battery dispatch can reduce customer utility bills by (1)
Moving energy use from-high cost periods to low-cost periods; (2) Reducing load during
the annual ICAP hour; and/or (3) Reducing facility’s peak load each billing month. In
addition to cost savings through bill reductions, there are opportunities to generate
additional revenue through participation in utility DR programs or ISO markets.
Customers will attempt to meet many different objectives at a single site. This introduces
evaluation challenges to understanding the extent to which the solution met each objective
and utility objectives in particular. This evaluation had challenges with Site A in this
regard. Eversource should consider designing future demonstration projects to designate
different priorities at each demonstration site to study the effectiveness of the solution to
meet various objectives.

2 INTRODUCTION
This section describes the scope of the demand demonstration project and the objectives for the
demand demonstration project’s evaluation.

2.1

Demand Demonstration Project Design

The daily dispatch component of the demand demonstration project was designed to
incentivize the reduction of customer load in the afternoon on a daily basis. Eversource’s
primary objective for daily dispatch is to reduce load at the time of the regional system peak.
The generally flatter load shapes and predictable load reduction are additional benefits to the
utility. While not an explicit program goal, vendors promote potential monthly peak demand
charge economic benefits when marketing their systems. This is a real potential value stream for
customers, and this evaluation includes an assessment of demand reductions that yield
customer monthly peak reduction.
There were three demonstration projects expected to be operational this summer:
5
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 Site A: A manufacturing facility in southern Massachusetts with a 1,500 kW, 3,000 kWh
lithium-ion battery. This system was installed and operational as of early July 2019 and
was dispatched from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. daily on non-holiday weekdays from early July
through September.
 Site B: A university in the Boston metropolitan area with a 780 kW, 1,566 kWh lithium-ion
battery. This system was installed and operational as of early November 2019. Due to
contracting and permitting issues, which are discussed later in the report, Site B’s project
experienced a number of delays and was unable to come online until after the summer
season had ended. Eversource’s implementation and evaluation teams were still interested
in collecting performance data from the system so that the site could be included in this
summer’s evaluation. As such, Site B’s battery was dispatched over four weeks in the fall,
beginning on November 11th and concluding on December 6th, and the battery’s
performance evaluation has been included in this report. The batteries were scheduled to
dispatch from 1 to 5 p.m. on all non-holiday weekdays.
 Site C: A university in southern Massachusetts with a 520 kW, 1,040 kWh lithium-ion
battery. This system was installed and operational in the middle of the summer 2018
season. The system was dispatched from 3 to 7 p.m. daily on non-holiday weekdays from
June through September. The system was dispatched from 4 pm to 7 pm on peak event
days and 3 pm to 6 pm on the ICAP day. Due to interconnection restrictions, this system
was dispatched at 195 kW until the middle of July, after which the system received
approval to dispatch at its rated capacity.
For Sites B and C, Eversource paid up to 70% of the implementation costs. To make up the
remainder of the implementation costs, the vendor used a type of shared savings agreement
with its customers called an “energy management services agreement.” Customers bore no
upfront costs for the battery or software. Rather, the vendor compared the customer’s monthly
bill to an estimated bill they would have had in the absence of the batteries, and the customer
pays a portion of that difference to the vendor to offset the project costs. The remainder of the
monthly bill savings accrue to the customer.
Site A’s system was compensated for DR through a pay-for-performance model ($200/kWsummer for daily dispatch, and $100/kW-summer for targeted storage). If daily dispatch is
approved at a programmatic level by DPU, Eversource intends to use the pay-for-performance
model going forward and would not pay for equipment on a programmatic scale.

2.2

Evaluation Objectives

The objective of the impact evaluation is to provide verification of load curtailment and impacts
generated by the batteries. These results include comprehensive load reduction and net energy
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usage estimates. The objective of the process evaluation is to understand customer acceptance of
the systems and experience with the demonstration project, the readiness of systems for larger
deployment, and PA and vendor success in delivery. The impact and process evaluations will
help Eversource assess the potential for daily dispatch battery storage systems to perform
effectively and reliably as active demand resources. Table 2-1, from the Stage 3 work plan, lists
all the identified research questions. This interim report provides findings to selected research
questions.
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Table 2-1. Evaluation Researchable Questions
Cross-Cutting

Successful customers: What are the characteristics of successful participants for this technology? What delivery
channels are most appropriate/effective for various customer types?
Value streams: What benefits/value streams does the solution provide to customers? To the utility?
Degree of automation: How automated is the solution, and what advantages and disadvantages does that entail?
Barriers: Are there technological, economical, or regulatory barriers to full-scale deployment of the solution?
Impact

Process

Magnitude of reductions: How much demand
reduction is the solution able to provide? How does
that compare to their SOWs? How does that compare
to what was promised to customers?

Customer recruitment: How did the recruitment process
compare to vendor/PA expectations? What were
successes and barriers?

Efficiency: What are the net energy usage
implications of the solution, if any?

Motivations: What were the customers' key motivations
for participation? What benefits did they find most
compelling?

Complementarity with other strategies: Is the
solution mutually exclusive with other peak demand
reduction strategies, or is it complementary?

Satisfaction: Are the participants satisfied with their
experience? Are they satisfied with the solution? What
could be improved?

M&V strategy: What is the most effective M&V
strategy for this solution?

Non-energy benefits: What non-energy benefits, if any,
does the solution provide to the customer or PA?

Cost-effectiveness: What is the most cost-effective
solution? (Consultants to develop kW data,
Eversource to analyze dollars.)

Integration into business: How well was the solution
able to integrate into existing systems and business
practices? How well does it "open the door" for additional
demand or energy reductions?
PA satisfaction: How satisfied is the PA with the vendor?
Were there any challenges or best practices that could be
replicated in design, recruitment, data collection, and data
transfer between the two parties?

Demand demonstration project-specific:
Logistics: What are key issues associated with logistics and viability of battery installation (e.g., space, cost
addressing environmental concerns)?
Impact

Process

Discharge patterns: What are the frequency,
magnitude, and timing of discharge? The evaluation
team will analyze how effectively the different dispatch
patterns reduced customer peak, ISO peak, and utility
peak reduction.

Business model: How does the shared savings
agreement work, and how accepting are customers of that
model rather than outright purchase or SaaS?
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3 METHODOLOGY
3.1

Process Evaluation Methodology

In the first year of the demand demonstration project, the process evaluation focused on
understanding each vendor’s solution and processes and assessing performance against their
scopes of work. This year, it focused on lessons learned to inform the DR program.
The evaluation team used three primary data collection activities over the course of this
evaluation:
 Interviews with the Eversource program manager: The evaluation team conducted an
interview with the program manager overseeing the daily dispatch demand
demonstration project in early December, as well as an Eversource staff member involved
in designing and supervising the demonstration projects.
 Interviews with the vendor project managers: The evaluation team interviewed the
vendor project managers responsible for the implementation of the Eversource demand
demonstration projects. The interview was used to discuss vendor dispatch approaches
and learn more about any successes or challenges experienced over the summer 2019
season. ERS discussed procedural changes and applied lessons learned with the vendor
who had a project operational during the summer of 2018.
 Participant surveys: ERS fielded two online participant surveys and conducted one
participant phone survey to assess customer satisfaction with the demonstration program
and battery systems.

3.2

Impact Evaluation Methodology

The evaluators verified and used metered data of battery system performance and
supplemented the data with whole-facility interval data to assess net impact at the site. Key
metrics were:
 Actual Facility Load
 Monthly Peak Demand Reduction
 Average Daily Dispatch Demand Reduction
 Installed Capacity (ICAP) Hour Demand Reduction
 Seasonal Battery Efficiency
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Using Interval Data for Evaluation

The evaluation team used a combination of interval battery data and facility interval data (if
present) to evaluate the demand reductions achieved during various windows.
Battery performance over an interval can be largely characterized by the charge and discharge
kWh over the interval. Separate charge and discharge kWh data streams provide a full and
accurate record of battery charge and discharge, which can be used to develop trends and
understand battery operation over any period.
A net stream provides a single net value within each interval. To the extent that both charging
and discharging occur during a single interval, the net value will not provide a full and accurate
record of charging and discharging. The extent of this limitation is a function of interval length
– there’s a greater likelihood of battery charge and discharge occurring in the same 15-minute
interval than in a one-minute interval – and usage characteristics.
Absent the behind-the-meter battery and other distributed generation like CHP, the load
delivered to the customer by the utility and the load consumed by the customer are the same.
During periods of battery charge, the power delivered by the utility will be higher than the load
consumed by the customer. During periods of battery discharge, power delivered by the utility
will be less than the load consumed by the customer.
Assuming a convention of denoting battery charging as positive and discharging as negative,
the power delivered by the utility is the sum of site load and battery load.
In this report, power delivered by the utility is referred to as net facility load (with battery) and
includes the impacts of the battery. Load consumed by the customer is referred to as actual
facility load (without battery) and serves as the counterfactual in calculating the customer’s
monthly billed peak load reduction.
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Figure 3-1 provides an example of the relationship between site load and the battery. As can be
seen below, when the battery discharges between 4 p.m. and 8 p.m., net facility load (with battery)
is less than actual facility load (without battery). Conversely, when the battery charges between 6
a.m. and 11 a.m., net facility load (with battery) is greater than actual facility load (without battery).
Figure 3-1. Site Load and Battery Relationship on an Example Day

3.2.2

Metrics Evaluated

The various metrics/fields calculated are listed in the sections below.
 Actual Facility Load
For the evaluation, net facility load (facility load with battery) was received along
with battery load as part of the data request. The evaluation team calculated the
counterfactual actual facility load (facility load without battery) using the equation below:
𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭𝑭 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳 𝒕𝒕 = 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑡𝑡 − 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡
 Monthly Peak Demand Reduction
Customer monthly billed peak load reduction is the difference in magnitude between the
largest net facility load (facility load with battery) and the largest actual facility load (facility
11
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load without a battery) that occur in a given billing period, at the 15-minute level. The
load is averaged within the 15-minute interval. Effective reduction of customer monthly
peak is a function of site load and battery load. As such, the largest net facility load and
largest actual facility load do not necessarily occur at the same time or on the same day.
𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴
= 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀�𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ,15−𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �
− 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀�𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ,15−𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �

The monthly peak demand reduction was derived by calculating the difference between
the facility’s peak load during the demand window (Monday to Friday 9am-6pm) before
and after installing the battery. For example, if the highest three demand values of a
month are set at 1000 kW, 980 kW and 800 kW on a Sunday, Monday at 8pm and Tuesday
at 4pm respectively. The monthly billed demand would be 800 kW since it’s the highest
value that occurs inside the demand window. The same methodology was applied with
and without the energy storage system and the monthly peak demand was the difference
between those two peak values. It is important to note that the peaks don’t necessarily
have to take place at the same time. The battery is discharged to lower the facility’s
demand during the peak window. As a result, the monthly peak is shifted depending on
when the new monthly billed peak demand is set.
 Daily Dispatch Demand Reduction
Average daily dispatch demand reduction is equal to the average battery load during the
daily dispatch window on non-holiday weekdays from June through September.
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

1
𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹1 =
� � 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑,𝑡𝑡
(∆ℎ)(∆𝑑𝑑)
𝑑𝑑=𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑡𝑡=𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇
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where,
∆h

= Number of hours per day in the reporting period

∆d

= Number of days in the reporting period

Di

= Start date of the reporting period

Dj

= End date of the reporting period

Ti

= Start hour of the reporting period

Tj

= End hour of the reporting period

Table 3-1 lists out the parameters Di, Dj, Ti, Tj for the three sites.
Table 3-1. Daily Dispatch Parameters
Site Name
Site A

Reporting Period
07/11/2019 –
09/30/2019
11/11/2019 –
12/06/2019
06/01/2019 –
09/30/2019

Site B
Site C
*All

Di
07/11/2019

Dj
09/30/2019

Ti*
16:00

Tj *
18:00

11/11/2019

12/06/2019

13:00

16:00

06/01/2019

09/30/2019

15:00

18:00

periods are hour-starting (e.g., 18:00 denotes the hour ending at 19:00).

 ICAP Hour Demand Reduction
ICAP hour demand reduction is the average battery load during the hour-ending 6 p.m.
on July 30, 2019.
𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰 𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 = 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽 30𝑡𝑡ℎ ,5−6 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

 Seasonal Battery Efficiency:

Seasonal Battery efficiency is the ratio of discharged energy to charging consumption.
𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺 𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬 =
where,

∑ 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘ℎ𝑡𝑡
�∑ 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘ℎ
𝑡𝑡

t = the reporting period as described in Table 3-1
It is to be noted that seasonal battery efficiency is different from rated round trip efficiency
because the seasonal efficiency is based on the entire season while rated round trip efficiency is
based on an average of a small number of individual charges and discharges.
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For the analysis, the ERS Team confirmed that each vendor used certified ANSI C.12 revenue
grade meters to collect data from the battery, along with facility meter data to evaluate the
effective reduction of customer monthly peak kW.

3.3

Site-Specific Data Handling Issues and Observations

3.3.1

Site A

Site A data was received in an Excel workbook spanning June 1, 2019 through September 30,
2019, in 15-minute intervals. This data included net facility load, net battery load (battery charge
and discharge as a single stream), and the battery state of energy (%). Overall, the data quality
was found to be good.
Table 3-2. Site A Interval Data Request
Season

Battery Data Request Window for Season

Summer 2019

May 1, 2019 to September 30, 2019

In addition to participating in the daily dispatch program, Site A participates in the
Eversource ConnectedSolutions program as a targeted storage resource. On days when daily
dispatch and targeted events coincided, battery dispatch kW was allocated between the two
event types to delineate performance and avoid double-counting. Daily dispatch was given
priority; that is, only battery dispatch exceeding the facility’s 500 kW daily dispatch
commitment was counted towards targeted dispatch performance. For example, if the total
battery dispatch is 501 kW, 500 kW would be attributed to daily dispatch while 1 kW would
be attributed to targeted dispatch. Table 3-3 provides example scenarios that demonstrate the
evaluation team’s approach to allocating kW reduction between daily dispatch and targeted
events.
Table 3-3. Example Scenarios for Dispatch Apportioning for Site A
Example
Scenarios
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3

Battery
Dispatch
(in kW)
501
400
800

Evaluated Daily
Dispatch Performance
(in kW)
500
400
500
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Evaluated Targeted
Dispatch Performance
(in kW)
1
0
300
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Site B

Site B data was received in an Excel workbook spanning November 10, 2019 through December
7, 2019, in 15-minute intervals. This data included net facility load, net battery load (battery
charge and discharge as a single stream), state of charge, and actual facility load.
Table 3-4. Site B Interval Data Request
Season

Battery Data Request Window for Season

Post-Summer 2019

November 10, 2019 to December 7, 2019

Overall, the data quality was good. There were a small number of data quality issues –
missing/blank values for a few timestamps (during 11/21/2019 13:30-14:00), and outlier facility
load values (a value >10,000 kW at 11/21/2019 14:15). These (possibly) errant values were
excluded from consideration.
3.3.3

Site C

Site C data was received in an Excel workbook spanning May 1, 2019 through August 31, 2019,
in 15-minute intervals. This data included net battery load (battery charge and discharge as a
single stream), net facility load, and actual facility load.
Table 3-5. Site C Interval Data Request
Season

Battery Data Request Window for Season

Post-Summer 2019

May 1, 2019 to August 31, 2019

Overall, the data quality was found to be good.

4 FINDINGS
This section describes the process and impact evaluation findings.

4.1

Process Evaluation Findings

This section describes the process evaluation findings for the summer 2019 season. They are
presented by topic — delivery and customer satisfaction—and broken down separately for each
of the three customers.
4.1.1

Delivery

In summary, battery installations at large facilities such as these are complex projects. At least
while the Massachusetts market is emerging, start-up delays are likely, as evidenced by diverse
issues slowing development. Challenges included defective hardware, communications
problems, objections to contract terms, municipal zoning concerns, and needing to design and
commission systems so that they complemented existing on-site CHP systems. As affirmed in
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vendor interviews, these implementation challenges are typical of new storage installations, and
all barriers were overcome by persistent vendors, customers, and Eversource project managers.
Site A
Site A is a manufacturing facility and this summer was its first participating in the daily
dispatch demand demonstration project. The site’s 1,500 kW, 3,000 kWh lithium-ion battery
system was installed and operational as of early July 2019 and was dispatched from 4 to 7 p.m.
on non-holiday weekdays through the end of the summer season.
Installation and setup. Initially, the site experienced a number of setbacks that the vendor
characterized as typical install and commissioning issues. While installing the system, the
vendor found that some of the battery’s modules were defective and had to replace them.
Additionally, glitches in system software caused the battery to malfunction early on. This
impaired system communication with the vendor’s servers, which further impaired system
functioning. Throughout the evaluation period, the system continued to experience various
hardware and software challenges; the project at Site A was the vendor’s first utilizing a specific
manufacturer’s product/technology, and manufacturer technicians had to be brought on-site
multiple times to troubleshoot hardware issues and perform system updates. The vendor was
candid about these issues and explained that it often can take weeks (or even months) to work
out the various issues that are common in new battery projects.
CHP interaction. The CHP system at Site A also created limitations for the battery system’s
daily dispatch potential. While the 2 MW CHP system helps to cut the facility’s utility-facing
load nearly in half, it is antiquated. At this point in its lifecycle, it has a turndown limit 2 of 80%
and is slow to adjust to the fast-changing electricity needs of the facility’s manufacturing
equipment as various machines ramp up and down throughout the production cycle. The
vendor noted that it was common for the facility load to spike or drop by up to 500 kW in a
matter of seconds. This load volatility made it difficult for the vendor to determine the level at
which to discharge the battery for daily dispatch. If a large piece of equipment shut off during
the daily dispatch window, the inability of the CHP system to ramp its output down past 80%,
combined with battery discharge, could decrease load below the site’s 220 kW minimum
import 3 requirement, tripping the CHP system offline. The vendor reported that this happened
a number of times; in fact, while testing to determine how high they could set dispatch kW
without causing a CHP system outage, the vendor found that the CHP system would shut off if
A CHP system’s turndown limit is a measure of its operational range and refers to the minimum load at
which it can reliably operate, expressed as a percentage of the nameplate value. E.g., for a 100 kW CHP
system that can lower its generation up to 75 kW, the turndown limit would be 75%.
3 Many utilities impose a minimum import requirement at facilities with on-site CHP system; this means
that customers must draw at least a set amount of kW from the grid at all times in order to guarantee that
the CHP system does not backfeed to the grid.
2
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the load fell past 420 kW (well above the facility’s minimum import). After considerable trial
and error, the vendor was able to settle at around 430 kW as a consistent level of export for
daily dispatch events, a much lower dispatch level than the vendor had originally planned to
deliver at the site.
The CHP system at Site A is being replaced in February 2020. The vendor is hopeful that the
experience gained this summer and the updated system will make for easier interoperability
between the battery and the CHP system moving forward. As such, the vendor anticipates
enrolling 1,000 kW in the full-scale demand response program next summer.
Site B
Installation and setup. Site B, a university, was recruited to the demand demonstration project
prior to the 2018 summer season and was expected to be operational by May 2019. However,
the site’s battery system was not installed until November 2019. The project experienced a
number of delays, the first of which occurred during contracting when the customer’s legal
counsel questioned the standard indemnity clause included in Eversource’s energy efficiency
program applications. The project was also significantly delayed toward the end of the building
permitting process when it was found that the proposed location for the storage system was on
a section of the university campus zoned for residential use. Building a structure like the one
the vendor was proposing is prohibited on residentially zoned properties, and as such, the
project needed a zoning variance to proceed. By mid-May 2019, all other project details had
been finalized – the project had received an interconnection approval and all equipment had
been purchased. However, the vendor did not want to risk incurring a penalty for housing any
equipment on-site prior to obtaining the zoning variance. The variance was finally granted in
mid-July 2019. By the time the project equipment arrived on site and installation and
commissioning of the system was complete, it was mid-November 2019.
In conversations with the evaluation team, the vendor noted that although the project team had
provided a buffer in the project timeline for permitting delays and similar setbacks, they did not
anticipate coming up against such a significant delay. This was a major takeaway.
Autumn dispatch. Although the summer season had ended by the time the project was fully
operational, Eversource was interested in evaluating Site B’s battery system performance and
including results in this report. As such, the vendor and customer agreed to dispatch the system
from November 11th to December 6th, as it would have been for daily dispatch over the summer
season. The daily dispatch window was 1 to 5 p.m. on all non-holiday weekdays.
Beyond the permitting issue, the vendor considered this demonstration period a successful one.
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Site C
Site C, a university campus with a 520 kW, 1,040 kWh lithium-ion battery, was the only daily
dispatch demonstration project installed and operational during the summer 2018 season.
Enhancing daily dispatch with targeted active DR. In the summer of 2018, the vendor’s
dispatch schedule called for up to five hours of demand response per non-holiday weekday
from 1 to 6 p.m. Although this demand demonstration project was not initially intended to have
an “active DR” component with load shedding in response to calls, Eversource notified the
vendor when the ISO-NE peak was forecasted to occur so that they could make changes to their
dispatch protocol, if necessary, to dispatch as much as possible during the peak hour.
This summer, Eversource reduced the active DR daily dispatch window by an hour and shifted
it later in the afternoon, asking that the vendor discharge on non-holiday weekdays from 3 to 7
p.m., but 4 – 7 PM on peak event days and 3 – 6 PM on the ICAP day. Eversource asked for this
shift because of observations that system peak load was occurring later in the day; by shifting
the peak window later, the utility was trying to ensure that the daily dispatch would catch the
ISO-NE peak hour. Eversource also notified the vendor a day in advance of when they
forecasted a possible ISO-NE peak. This enabled the vendor to manually change their dispatch
protocol for the following day, scheduling dispatch for three hours, instead of four, at a higher
capacity so as to bring the customer’s ICAP tag down as much as possible. This was called peak
day dispatch protocol.
In the summer of 2019, Eversource called non-holiday weekday events on three days: Friday,
July 19th; Tuesday, July 30th; and Monday, August 19th. In addition, Eversource called an
extraordinary event on a weekend day, July 20th (a Saturday), which was not required as part of
the demonstration project. The vendor responded to all four of these called events, including
the Saturday event.
Eversource also forecasted potential high load conditions on Sunday, July 21st, but did not call
an event for that day. However, Eversource had discussed the high load forecast with the
vendor, who decided to implement peak day dispatch protocol on July 21st anyway in response
to the forecast to maintain their commitment to optimize battery dispatch for the customer.
One of the four Eversource event days, Tuesday, July 30th, ended up being when the system
peak hour occurred. The vendor implemented peak day dispatch protocol for that day, but
mistakenly programmed the battery to dispatch at a higher capacity than it could sustain
through the full, three-hour dispatch window. This caused the system to lose charge before the
last 15-min interval in the ISO-NE peak hour. Following this instance, the vendor made
adjustments to their manual dispatch procedures to ensure nothing similar would happen
again. They incorporated more redundancy in their manual dispatch process, implementing
closer real-time system monitoring by engineering staff and updating automated warning
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triggers in their system. The Eversource PM noted that there were no other errant dispatches,
suggesting that the vendor’s dispatch protocol adjustments were effective. The impact
evaluation showed that the vendor dispatched successfully on the August 19th event day.
CHP interaction and conflicting dispatch goals. Similar to Site A, Site C also has an on-site
CHP system that disrupted the battery’s daily dispatch routine this summer. On the morning of
July 26th, a Friday, the CHP system plant tripped offline at 9 a.m. The battery began to dispatch
in an attempt to make up for the loss in power generation, and in doing so used up its charge.
As such, the system was unable to discharge during the daily dispatch window later that
afternoon. In discussions with the vendor, the evaluation team learned that the battery
discharged because it had been set to prioritize demand charge management. This unexpected
occurrence revealed challenges with mixed objectives. Eversource expected the battery to
dispatch daily with the goal of managing load during a specified time of day, whereas the
vendor was managing the system to shave customer peak demand to reduce bill costs. Usually
these two goals were in alignment but when there were unusual circumstances (such the CHP
system going offline early in the day), they were mutually exclusive, and it caused performance
problems.
To prevent this from happening again, the vendor has been more closely monitoring load at the
site. Additionally, this instance allowed the system to “learn” and hone its forecasting
mechanism. The vendor reported that following that morning’s dispatch, if a significant spike in
load occurred outside the daily dispatch window, the battery system was better able to predict
the duration of the spike, stop dispatching, and reserve its charge if it forecasted an extended
demand peak. When the CHP system had an outage on the morning of August 2nd, 2019, the
battery began to discharge but then stopped without losing a significant amount of charge. The
vendor attributed this to the system having “learned” from the July 26th, 2019 errant dispatch
that had occurred due to the CHP system outage. The vendor also set up a communications
plan with university maintenance staff and asked to be alerted prior to any planned CHP
system shutdowns. However, more often than not, the CHP system outages were unplanned.
As such, even with the communications plan in place, it was hard for the vendor to be proactive
about the outages.
4.1.2

Customer Satisfaction

Customers’ overall satisfaction averaged 4.0 out of 5 with a markedly lower average score for
financial benefits (2.3 out of 5), and higher scores for the technology and vendor performance.
The participants expressed long-term optimism and all plan to remain with the program next
year.
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Site A
The respondent was excited about installing an on-site energy storage system and felt he
understood how the technology would work, could bring in savings with a reduction in the
site’s ICAP tag and monthly demand charges, and yield revenues through the utility’s DR
program and the ISO-NE markets. However, the respondent ultimately gave a rating of 3 out of
5 for the vendor’s technology/solution and interactions with the vendor, and a 1 out of 5 for the
cost savings or financial benefits of the project. He reported dissatisfaction with vendor
communication. The vendor has provided him with performance estimates and assured him
that, despite the issues experienced with the CHP system this summer, results have been good.
(This is why the respondent rated the demand/energy reductions caused by the project as a 4
out of 5 – because the vendor has “told him that’s the case.”) However, he struggled to get an
actual performance report from the vendor and reported that he had not yet received event
payments during a call with the evaluation team in early December. This worried him, as he
was aware that other program participants had received payments 4. While he knows the site
saw a reduction in its ICAP tag due to the battery, he noted that demand charges went up this
summer due to the battery and cogeneration issues; he does not expect that to continue.
The respondent is optimistic and stated that, even considering the limitations put on the battery
by the cogeneration system, he is happy with the estimated reductions the vendor reported. He
is happy that the utility is offering the program and that the site can participate with a battery
rather than through curtailment, as this enables production to continue as the site responds to a
DR event. He also reflected on the ease with which he was able to explain the value of the DR
program to his higher-ups. He said the financial benefits of the program were “clear cut,” and
“if we respond, there’s a monetary benefit.” Receiving a check for performing is easier for
management to understand than the concept of saving money as a result of enhanced efficiency
or usage reduction.
Site B
The project contact at Site B provided his feedback about the demonstration project through an
online survey in October (prior to when the system went online in November). The respondent
gave a 5 out of 5 for the vendor’s technology, interactions with their vendor, and the overall
project. Although the customer did not make explicit mention of project delays or setbacks, they
did give a rating of 3 out of 5 for the project’s financial benefits and demand/energy reductions.
As a reminder, Site A’s system was compensated for DR through a pay-for-performance model
($200/kW-summer for daily dispatch, and $100/kW-summer for targeted storage). The customer’s
comment here refers to his knowledge that participants in the full-scale DR program had received
payments within the time period he had expected to receive event payments as well. Eversource staff
noted that they received an invoice from the vendor in December and provided payments to the vendor
in January, who in turn paid the customer.
4
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Given Site B’s abbreviated and unconventional evaluation period, Eversource should follow-up
with this customer after the summer 2020 season to gauge satisfaction.
Site C
Starting in 2018, this customer has been consistently satisfied with their project throughout the
demonstration. This continued through the summer 2019 season, with the participant giving a
rating of 4 out of 5 for the demand reduction solution, their interactions with Eversource, and
the program overall. They rated their interactions with the vendor at 5 out of 5. The customer
gave a 3 out of 5 for the cost savings and demand/energy reductions caused by the project in
summer 2019, as they were still analyzing their results when they submitted their survey
response; the customer commented that, at first glance, it seemed their financial benefits would
be slightly higher in 2019 than they were following summer 2018. The customer did not
mention any of the dispatch issues described above in their customer survey. Following the
summer 2018 and winter 2018-2019 seasons, when asked what could be improved about the
program, the customer said that was “unknown at this point.”

4.2

Impact Evaluation Findings

This section describes the impact evaluation findings for the summer 2019 season. The objective
of the impact evaluation is to provide verification of the load curtailment and impacts generated
by the batteries. These results include comprehensive load reduction and net energy usage
estimates.
This section has been organized by the four evaluated metrics: load reduction, battery activity,
customer monthly peak load reductions, and net energy impact. Analysis results for each site
are included within each sub-section in an attempt to highlight overarching themes across site
findings.
4.2.1

Load Reduction Summary

The three battery systems have a total output capacity of 2,800 kW with two-hour ratings at
maximum discharge. Their committed load reduction was 1,070 kW. Evaluated actual average
load reduction during the dispatch periods was 972 kW, 91% of the commitment. The evaluated
average daily dispatch reductions were found to be 4% higher than the reported reductions for
Site A. Evaluators did not receive reported average daily dispatch reductions for Sites B&C.
Though this evaluation is of systems operated to meet daily dispatch objectives, 2019 ICAP
hour load reduction was calculated for the two systems in place during the hour; it was found
to be 56% higher than the systems’ committed load reduction.
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Site A
As shown in Table 4-1, the battery provided an average demand reduction of 409.0 kW during
the designated daily dispatch periods. On peak day events, the battery provided an average
demand reduction of 295.3 kW on weekdays and 702.5 kW on weekends. The ISO-NE ICAP
hour occurred on July 30th, 2019 from 5 to 6 p.m. where the battery dispatched 800 kW. The
battery reduced customer monthly peak load by 258 kW on average from May through August
2019. Across the summer 2019 evaluation, the battery increased consumption by 84,122 kWh.
The evaluated results were found to closely match the vendor-reported results for all metrics
except the weekend peak day event performance. The evaluators found that the vendor capped
performance at 400 kW even when their performance exceeded 400 kW. Since there is no
performance to attribute to daily dispatch reduction during the weekend, the evaluators
attributed the entire performance of the batteries from the 4 pm to 7 pm window to the
weekend peak day average performance.
Table 4-1. Impact Summary Table for Site A
Daily
Dispatch
Reduction
Average
(kW)

Peak Day Event
Reduction Weekday
Average (kW)

Peak Day
Event
Reduction Weekend
Average (kW)

ISO-NE
ICAP
Hour
Reducti
on (kW)

Customer
Monthly
Peak
Reduction
Average
(kW)

Seasonal
Battery
Efficiency1

Committed

500

400

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Reported

394

283

347

800

N/A

N/A

Evaluated

409

295

703

800

258

67%

Demand
Reduction

1

The seasonal battery efficiency was calculated based on a total of 257,676 kWh charge and 173,553 kWh
discharge.

Site B
As shown in Table 4-2, the battery provided an average demand reduction of 353.4 kW during
daily dispatch. The ISO-NE ICAP hour did not occur in the evaluated period, and therefore is
not applicable for this site. The average monthly peak load reduction could not be evaluated;
one of the two electric meters was being serviced, and therefore did not record any readings
between 11/10/2019 – 11/21/2019. Furthermore, the facility showed an unusual spike in its load
(11/21/2019 14:15), which could be attributed to an actual spike or a faulty reading. Due to lack
of confidence in the facility load data, the evaluators did not calculate the November 2019 peak
demand. In addition, only one week’s worth of data is provided for December 2019. The
evaluators deemed one week of data insufficient to calculate peak demand for the month.
Across the evaluation period, the battery increased consumption by 3,735 kWh.
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Table 4-2. Impact Summary Table for Site B

Demand
Reduction

Daily Dispatch
Reduction
Average (kW)1

ISO-NE ICAP
Hour
Reduction (kW)

Customer Monthly
Peak Reduction
Average
(kW)

Seasonal
Battery
Efficiency2

Committed

375

N/A

N/A

N/A

Reported

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N.D.3

88%

Evaluated

353

1The

Evaluated Daily Dispatch Reduction Average (kW) does not include Thanksgiving Day or the
day following (11/28 and 11/29). However, it should be noted that the battery was dispatched on
those days.

2The

seasonal battery efficiency was calculated based on a total of 32,220 kWh charge and 28,485
kWh discharge.

3

The evaluation team was unable to determine the billed demand reduction because the data
provided was not representative of facility load during the evaluation period.

Site C
As shown in Table 4-3, the battery provided an average demand reduction of 210.2 kW during
daily dispatch and an average demand reduction of 315.0 kW during peak day events identified
by the vendor. The ISO-NE ICAP hour occurred on July 30th, 2019 from 5 to 6 p.m. The battery
reduced customer monthly peak load by 12.8 kW, on average, from May through August.
Across the summer 2019 evaluation, the battery increased consumption by 7,237 kWh.
Table 4-3. Impact Summary Table for Site C

Demand
Reduction
Committed
Reported
Evaluated
Hours

Daily Dispatch
Reduction
Average
(kW)

Peak Day
Reduction
Average
(kW)

195.0

N/A

N/A

N/A

210.2
256

ISO-NE ICAP
Hour
Reduction
(kW)

Customer Monthly
Peak Reduction
Average
(kW)

Net
Energy
Impact
(kWh)1

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

11.4

N/A

315.0

290.0

12.7

88.7%

9

1

-

-

1The

seasonal battery efficiency was calculated based on a total of 64,125 kWh charge and 56,888 kWh
discharge.

4.2.2

Hourly Battery Activity

Hourly battery activity details show that the technology performs reliably and as instructed.
However, charging logic is complex and can have unintended consequences, especially when
other load management systems such as CHP plants are present, and when the batteries are
programmed to meet multiple objectives (e.g. Eversource-specified dispatch period load
reduction and customer bill reduction).
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Site A Activity
For the summer 2019, the battery at Site A was scheduled to discharge from 4 to 7 p.m. on nonholiday, non-event weekdays. Often, the battery system would begin charging immediately
following the end of the daily dispatch window. The vendor indicated that the charging
strategy was aimed mainly at optimization for customer benefits. The evaluation team observed
that there were many mornings where the system would go through a partial charge-discharge
cycle; it seems that this was part of the vendor’s testing regimen as it worked to learn more
about the system and normalize operations.
Figure 4-1. Average Battery Operation at Site A

CHP system interaction absent from data. There were a number of non-holiday weekdays
during which the battery system at Site A did not dispatch. The vendor suspected that these
non-performance days were predominantly due to the site’s CHP system, the associated
minimum import demand requirement, and the site’s variable load profile. However, the
evaluation team has not come to the same conclusion, as it is not supported by the data. The
vendor also stated that other technical difficulties resulted in non-performance on a small
number of days.
On event days when the battery performed this summer, the actual facility load (inclusive of CHP
output) immediately prior to the daily dispatch window was consistently in the 1,000 – 1,200
kW range. If load volatility prevented battery performance on event days this summer, it would
stand to reason that on those days of non-performance, the actual facility load would be lower
than 1,000 kW (below 900 kW) prior to or during the daily dispatch window; this would create
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conditions under which dispatch of the battery at its average of 430 kW could bring facility load
down past the effective minimum import of 420 kW. This is not what is present in the data.
Figure 4-2. Performance of Site A on August 29th and 30th

Figure 4-2, above, depicts the facility’s battery operation on two consecutive event dates:
August 29 and August 30, 2019. The facility load (without battery) during the daily dispatch
window was similar on both days and hovered around 1,000 kW, but the battery discharged
during the afternoon hours on August 30th and did not do so during the afternoon hours of the
29th. Throughout the evaluation period, facility load on non-holiday weekdays from 4 to 7p.m.
was similar on days of both performance and non-performance. As such, it seems more likely
that hardware issues or software communication difficulties (as discussed in the Process
Findings section above) were behind the lack of performance on a number of event days this
summer. However, this demonstration project, as well Site C’s (see below), illustrates the
difficulties in operating a battery storage system for demand response at a facility with a CHP
system.
Site B Activity
The Site B battery was dispatched over four weeks in the fall, beginning on November 11, 2019
and ending on December 6, 2019. The batteries were scheduled to dispatch from 1 to 5 p.m. on
all non-holiday weekdays and to charge from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. There was hardly any variation
in day-to-day battery performance. As mentioned in section 4.2.1 above, the data provided
misrepresented the facility’s load as it did not capture the entire load for part of the evaluation
period. As a result, the evaluators utilized data from 11/22 - 12/06 to calculate the average
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performance of the facility. Figure 4-3, below, shows the average operation of the battery on
weekdays.
Figure 4-3. Average Performance of Site B During the Evaluation Period

Site C Activity
For the summer 2019, the battery at Site C was scheduled to discharge from 3 to 7 p.m. on nonholiday, non-event weekdays.
Overall summer average load shape. Figure 4-4, below, shows the battery charge (shown as
positive values) and discharge (shown as negative values) on the average daily dispatch nonevent day. On average, the battery discharged more than 200 kW during the daily dispatch
window. For the first month of the season, the battery’s charging cycle began at 8 p.m.; over the
rest of the summer, the system began charging at 10 p.m. The vendor agreement permits
charging only between 10 p.m. and 8 a.m. (off-peak hours) but the evaluator’s understanding is
that the vendor made a change in charging protocol after back-and-forth discussions with
Eversource this summer. This explains the partial charging between 8 and 10 p.m. for the
summer average overall.
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Figure 4-4. Average Daily Dispatch

Average load shape for the first month of the season. Figure 4-5, below, shows that the battery
discharged about 180 kW during the daily dispatch window for non-event dispatches that
occurred from June 3, 2019 through July 5, 2019. During this period, the battery charged from 8
p.m. until 5 a.m. the next morning.
Figure 4-5. Average Daily Dispatch - June 3rd through July 5th
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Average load shape for the rest of the season. Figure 4-6, below, shows that the battery
discharged about 230 kW during the daily dispatch window for non-event dispatches that
occurred July 8, 2019 through August 30, 2019, and charged between 10 p.m. and 2 a.m. The
increase in charging and discharging capacity beginning July 8th was the result of an increase in
the battery interconnection, as discussed in the Process Findings section above.
Figure 4-6. Average Daily Dispatch - July 8th through August 30th

Load shape on July 26 CHP outage day. Figure 4-7, below, shows customer site load in the
absence of the battery (teal line), the battery inverter (blue line), and the battery state of energy
(light teal area) for the July 26th daily dispatch. The event period is shaded dark gray. As
previously discussed, the site cogeneration system was offline at the customer site from 9 a.m.
until 1:30 p.m. on July 26th, causing a 2 MW increase in load. As the battery was programmed to
minimize customer demand charges, the load spike caused the battery to discharge, using over
80% of its energy prior to the daily dispatch window. Although the battery successfully began
to discharge for daily dispatch at 1 p.m., there was only enough charge remaining to discharge
for the first 45 minutes of the four-hour dispatch period. Another cogeneration outage occurred
at the customer site from 12:30 a.m. until 3:30 p.m. on August 2nd. At the beginning of the
outage, the battery was charging, and the outage caused a brief interruption in its charging
cycle. However, the battery successfully discharged for the entire daily dispatch on-peak
period.
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Figure 4-7. Daily Dispatch - July 26th

Load shape for July 30, 2019 event day. On July 30th, the vendor implemented peak day
dispatch protocol and intended to discharge the battery from 3 p.m. until 6 p.m. As shown in
Figure 4-8, below, the battery discharged at 330 kW beginning at 3 p.m. and continuing until
5:50 p.m., at which point the battery energy was exhausted and began to charge. This occurred
as the vendor mistakenly programmed the battery to discharge at 330 kW for the three-hour
event, as opposed to the intended discharge of 315 kW.
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Figure 4-8. Peak Day Event – July 30th

Load Shape for weekday “peak days.” The battery responded to three weekday ‘peak day’
events during the summer on July 19th, July 30th (shown in Figure 4-8), and August 19th. The
battery successfully discharged for the duration of the July 19th and August 19th events (shown
below in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2, respectively). Note that the August 19th event was only 3
hours in duration and began an hour later than the other weekday events.
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Figure 4-1. Peak Day Event – July 19th

Figure 4-2. Peak Day Event – August 19th

Load shapes for weekend “peak days.” The battery responded to two ‘peak day’ conditions on
July 20th (Saturday) and July 21st (Sunday). Eversource called a voluntary event on July 20th.
While Eversource did not call an event on July 21st, the vendor still responded to the forecast for
peak conditions. Figure 4-9 shows average battery performance over these weekend peak day
events. The battery successfully discharged from 4 p.m. until 7 p.m. at 315 kW. The battery
began to charge at 10 p.m. at about 390 kW.
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Figure 4-9. Average Weekend Peak Day Event

4.2.3

Customer Monthly Peak Load Reductions

Reduced customer monthly peak load is a potential benefit to participating customers, though
not an Eversource objective of the demonstration project. Customers realize monthly bill
savings to the extent that the battery can reduce their peak load during each billing period.
Vendors marketed this potential revenue stream to customers.
The evaluation team has assumed that all sites are billed at a Large General Time of Use electric
rate and are charged for demand according to the peak demand reached during the on-peak
hours of 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. during Eastern Daylight Time and from 4 to 9 p.m. during Eastern
Standard Time. 5,6For this review evaluators examined results on a calendar month basis for
Sites A and B (actual billing month periods for these site were not known). Monthly billing data
was received for Site C.
Site A
Figures 4-10 and 4-11 display Site A’s facility load without and with energy storage respectively
over the reporting period. The shaded area in blue in both figures depict what the facility’s
monthly peak demand would have been without the battery operation. The data points circled
in red indicate the peak for each month prior to and after battery installation respectively.

https://www.eversource.com/content/docs/default-source/rates-tariffs/ema-south-shorerates.pdf?sfvrsn=cd7ef362_28.
6 https://www.eversource.com/content/docs/default-source/rates-tariffs/ema-greater-bostonrates.pdf?sfvrsn=c27ef362_38
5
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Table 4.4 - Site A Peak Demand Reduction Summary

Month

Without Battery
Monthly Peak
Timestamp
Demand

With Battery
Monthly Peak
Timestamp
Demand

Peak Demand
Reduction

July - 19

3,501

7/30/2019 13:00

3,181

7/3/2019 18:00

320

August 19

3,454

8/16/2019 11:00

3,369

8/16/2019 12:00

85

September -19

3,400

9/20/2019 10:00

3,032

9/20/2019 10:00

368

Figure 4-10. Site A’s Actual Facility Load (Without Battery Storage)

As can be seen in Figure 4-11, the battery operation significantly increases the facility’s overall
monthly peak demand for all the months that the evaluation team had battery operational data
for. This is shown by the load spikes that exceed/shoot above the blue block which denotes
facility load without battery. However, all of these peaks occur outside of the 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Eastern Daylight time peak period. This indicates that the battery is being strategically
dispatched to reduce peak demand charges. During Eastern Standard Time (11/3 to 3/10) the
peak period changes to 4 to 9 p.m. and the programming will need to change accordingly. The
data for this site indicates that peak demand reductions were targeted and achieved.
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Figure 4-11. Site A’s Net Facility Load (With Battery Storage)

Site B
The evaluation team did not calculate monthly peak load reduction at Site B. Early November
load was evaluated as not credible. 7 While this does not impact the primary metric evaluated –
average daily dispatch demand reduction metered at the battery – it could impact the
calculation of other metrics such as the monthly peak load reduction. Figure 4-12 and 4-13
display Site B’s facility load without and with energy storage respectively over the entire
reporting period. The shaded area in light blue in both figures depict what the facility’s monthly
peak demand would have been without the battery operation.

On November 21st, the provided meter data shows that Site B’s load briefly increased from the prior
two weeks’ typical daily peak of 2,000 kW to almost 11,000 kW, then for remaining metered days settled
back to cycles with 4,500 to 5,000 kW daily peaks and loads - consistently twice what they were during
the two weeks before that date. The vendor reported that they were performing work on one of the two
onsite meters during those first two weeks.
7
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Table 4.5 - Site B Peak Demand Reduction Summary

Month

No Battery
Monthly
Peak
Timestamp
Demand

With Battery
Monthly Peak
Demand

Timestamp

Peak
Demand
Reduction

Nov-19

4,392

11/25/2019 17:00

4,391

11/25/2019 17:00

N.D.

Dec-19

4,764

12/6/2019 16:00

4,764

12/6/2019 16:00

-

Figure 4-12. Site B’s Facility Load Without Storage
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Figure 4-13. Site B’s Facility Load With Storage

The system is still in its early weeks of operation, but so far, the daily load management does
not appear to be having an effect on monthly peak demand charges, as the battery was not
discharging during the facility monthly peak load interval. Due to the limited timeline of data
available and the questionable data in November, no overarching findings with respect to the
success of this solution in mitigating customer peak demand can be made at this time.
Site C
Figure 4-14 shows the customer’s site load in the absence of the battery (teal line), the battery
inverter (blue line), and the battery state of energy (dark green line). Dark gray shading shows
the customer’s billed peak load information; the width of each shaded rectangle indicates the
billing period, while the height indicates the billed peak load (maximum site load with battery).
The monthly peak load reduction is indicated in bold text, directly above the interval in which
the customer’s peak load would have occurred in the absence of the battery. In May, battery
charging caused the monthly peak to be higher. During August, the battery had no impact on
the monthly peak. The battery reduced customer monthly peak by 37.2 kW and 29.2 kW in June
and July respectively. On average, the battery reduced customer monthly peak by 12.7 kW from
May through August. The data for this site indicates that this solution did not significantly
reduce the customer peak demand.
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Table 4.6 - Site C Peak Demand Reduction Summary

Month

Without Battery
Monthly Peak
Timestamp
Demand

With Battery
Monthly Peak
Timestamp
Demand

Peak Demand
Reduction

May - 19

2,839.6

05/16/19 12:40

2,857.2

05/10/19 17:55

(17.6)

June - 19

3,633.2

06/11/19 14:15

3,596.0

06/17/19 09:10

37.2

July - 19

3,860.4

06/25/19 10:40

3,831.2

06/25/19 11:05

29.2

August - 19

3,908.8

08/02/19 13:45

3,906.8

08/02/19 14:50

2.0

Figure 4-14. Summer Season Overview for Site C

The following overarching findings with respect to customer peak demand reductions can be
made based on the evaluation of these three sites:
•

Since site-specific customer peak demand reduction goals were not stated in the project
documents, it is difficult to say if the vendors actively attempted to reduce peak
demand. As evidenced by Site A, there is potential to achieve significant customer peak
demand reductions in addition to daily dispatch reductions. The magnitude of
reductions is likely to be dependent on how coincident the customer peaks are with the
daily dispatch schedules and customer rate schedules.
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Even for sites where customer peak reductions are low due to a conflict between the
daily dispatch strategy and customer peak reduction strategies, this conflict only affects
3-4 months out of the year. Significant customer peak demand reductions can still be
achieved for the remaining months of the year.

•

While economic analysis was not within the evaluation scope, the customer is likely to
more significantly benefit from payments due to daily dispatch reductions than through
customer peak demand reductions.

4.2.4

Net Energy Impact

Due to energy losses (e.g. heat, controls), battery charging energy use will always be greater
than battery energy discharged. This section examines the amount of energy required to operate
the battery systems. Overall, the systems averaged net use of 20 kWh per month per kW of
nameplate battery discharge capacity, with significant variation by system (1, 19, and 31
kWh/mo/kW). The overall ratio of discharge to charging energy was 0.72.
While economic analysis is not in the scope of the evaluation, it is likely that the cost of
additional energy charges is small relative to the payments related to daily dispatch reductions.
Site A
For the evaluation period (July 2019 – September 2019), Site A’s charging consumption was
257,676 kWh while discharge was 173,553 kWh. This yields a net increase of 84,122 kWh and a
seasonal efficiency of 67%. Based on conversations with the vendor regarding the relatively low
seasonal efficiency and a review of the battery data, it was found that the cooling load
associated with the battery was the root cause of the high charging consumption. There was a
constant load on the battery throughout the season, a majority of which was attributable to the
cooling system. The vendor stated that they had similar experiences in other installations, and
in particular noticed that the efficiencies dropped further in hotter climate regions.
Figure 4- shows battery usage characteristics across the summer season. This includes
cumulative battery charge (teal line) and discharge energy (blue line), battery charging (teal
line, positive values) and discharging (blue line, negative values) load. As seen in Figure 4- 4-15,
the distance between the cumulative battery charging consumption and cumulative discharging
energy grows across time.
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Figure 4-15. Site A’s Battery Characteristics Across the Evaluation Period

Site B
For the evaluation period (November 10, 2019 – December 06, 2019), charging consumption was
8,055 kWh while discharge was 7,121 kWh. This yields a net increase of 934 kWh and an
operating seasonal efficiency of 88%.
Figure 4-6 shows battery usage characteristics across the summer season. This includes
cumulative battery charge (teal line) and discharge energy (blue line), battery charging (teal
line, positive values) and discharging (blue line, negative values) load, and the battery state of
energy (light teal line). As seen in Figure 4- 4-16, the distance between the cumulative battery
charging consumption and cumulative discharging energy grows across time.
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Figure 4-16. Site B’s Battery Characteristics Across the Evaluation Period

Site C
Due to energy losses (i.e. heat), battery charging consumption will always be greater than
battery discharge. For the summer 2019 season, charging consumption was 64,125 kWh while
discharge was 56,888 kWh. This was a net increase of 7,237 kWh and seasonal efficiency of
88.7%.
Figure 4-17 shows battery usage characteristics across the summer season. This includes
cumulative battery charge (teal line) and discharge energy (blue line), battery charging (positive
values) and discharging (negative values). As seen in Figure 4-17, the distance between the
cumulative battery charging consumption and cumulative discharging energy grows across
time.
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Figure 4-17. Battery Characteristics Across the Summer Season

5 SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of this three-site study affirm several of the hypotheses regarding the value of
batteries as demand management devices. The findings from this study also point to the fact
that installation and optimization of controls take longer and have more potential obstacles than
typically accounted for. Once the battery systems are installed, operational, and optimized, they
are reliable, predictable, and easy to measure. Straightforward and defensible data produced by
the vendors’ systems was available and demonstrated their exact impact on facility and in turn
grid load. Occasional anomalous errant data occurred no more frequently than with other
equipment logging or utility-grade premise-level interval metering systems.
These strengths generally apply to the use of batteries for demand reduction and particularly in
the application of daily deployment for ongoing load management. The evaluation also
revealed the complexities of using any devices for daily load management. Study findings are
that:
 The installation and “shakedown” period required to refine operation is long and
complex. Battery installations at large facilities such as these demonstration sites are
complex. At least while the Massachusetts market is emerging, start-up delays are likely,
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as evidenced by diverse issues slowing development. Challenges at just these three sites
included defective hardware, communications problems, legal objections to contract
terms, extended utility interconnection reviews, municipal zoning concerns, and needing
to design and commission systems so that they complement existing on-site CHP systems.
All barriers were or are being overcome by persistent vendors, customers, and Eversource
project managers. Based on the evaluated projects, it could take anywhere from 9 months
to 2 years to go from project conception to operation.
 Once functional, seasonal average performance is good. Daily dispatch systems are
almost meeting their committed levels. The three battery systems’ committed average
load reduction during the daily dispatch period was 1,070 kW. Evaluated average load
reduction during the dispatch periods was 972 kW, 91% of the commitment. The
evaluated average daily dispatch reductions were found to be 4% higher than the reported
reductions for Site A. Evaluators did not receive reported average daily dispatch
reductions for Sites B&C.
 Daily dispatch systems can escalate load reduction for the ICAP hour. The two battery
systems in place during the 2019 ICAP hour committed 695 kW as their average daily
dispatch load reduction. During the ICAP hour they concentrated discharge over the
anticipated ICAP period and markedly increased their performance, discharging energy at
a rate of 1,090 kW, a 56% boost.
 Controls optimization of batteries is critical in facilities with other DERs such as CHP
systems. Over the entire summer season, the average reductions achieved show that the
technology performed reliably and as instructed. However, specific instances of nonperformance were observed. The charging logic is complex and can have unintended
consequences, especially when other load management systems such as CHP plants are
present, and when programming the batteries to meet multiple objectives (e.g.
Eversource-specified dispatch period load reduction and customer bill reduction).
Interaction with controls and logic associated with CHP caused undesirable instructions
to be given to the batteries that likely degraded customers’ monthly demand charge
benefit. This is a site-specific and correctable issue. For sites with other DERs, stakeholders
must be prepared for troubleshooting during season 1 of operation before the battery
controls can be fully optimized. Additionally, Eversource could help provide technical
support and advice to facilities when other DERs are present in order to avoid the controls
issues identified in the evaluated sites.
 Customers are satisfied with their vendors and are optimistic about future performance.
Customers were particularly satisfied with the technology and their vendor interactions
(rating those project aspects with a 5.0 out of 5) and rated the overall project with a 4.0 out
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of 5. Although all three customers experienced implementation challenges and delays,
they did not feature prominently in the customer surveys or when they did, were
acknowledged as par-for-the-course with battery projects. Two customers were unable to
provide a definitive rating of their satisfaction for the financial benefits of the project, one
because their project was not yet online when they responded to the customer survey, and
the other because they were still analyzing their savings at the time of their response.
(Both customers gave a 3 of 5 for financial benefits.) The remaining customer expressed
dissatisfaction with this project element (rating of 1 of 5). The participants expressed longterm optimism and all plan to remain with the program next year.
The evaluation team has developed two recommendations in response to this year’s effort.
 The vendor should clearly define DR objectives for each customer and educate
customers regarding realistic financial expectations for their systems. Based on the
customer surveys, it appears that customers do not sufficiently understand and are not yet
satisfied with the financial benefits achieved to date. The surveys were either
administered prior to the sites receiving payments or having been presented with the
savings for the season by the vendors.
It is essential that the customers are made aware of realistic magnitudes of the various
value streams. The prioritization of DR objectives, depending on a site’s load, could
impact the magnitude of the different value streams. For example, as described in the
Customer Peak Demand Reduction section, prioritizing daily dispatch reductions at a site
where the daily dispatch schedule and the customer peak demand window do not
coincide could result in diminished customer peak demand reductions during the
summer months.
While potentially time-consuming for the vendor, proactive communication about
financial benefits (both expected and achieved) to their customers would be in the interest
of all stakeholders, including the utility, as it would help elucidate the potential value
from participation in DR programs and improve customer satisfaction.
 Require more gradual recharging. The battery systems often have severe upward spikes
in load immediately after the end of discharge periods. This might strain customer or
distribution systems during these shoulder periods. As noted in the targeted DR report,
there appears to be enough time for the systems to charge later and/or more gradually. If
the primary motivation to participate is Eversource incentives, as opposed to bill
reduction, and the program can have such a specification, require that recharge be gradual
and possibly deferred to later in the evenings to avoid these spikes.
In addition, to aid future evaluation we recommend:
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 Collect additional contextual information. Contextual information that could be collected
in advance and help the evaluation team characterize daily dispatch battery operation
includes:
 Operational data from co-located distributed energy resources (DERs) such as
combined heat and power (CHP) systems
 Site electric rate schedule
 ICAP tag exposure in supply bills, if applicable and available
 If there are multiple DERs, loading order of the DERs in the customer’s operational
strategy (e.g. which system is deployed first or is otherwise prioritized)
 Priority of objectives if there is a single DER striving to meet multiple objectives in
the same period, as this might help understand non-performance.
 Have vendors communicate site control objectives to Eversource and evaluators. As part
of documentation and data transfer, vendors should be required to explain control
objectives for the site and if there are multiple objectives, their order of priority.
 Eversource should carefully design future demonstration projects to prioritize different
DR objectives at each demonstration project site. Depending on customer rate structures
and supply contracts, daily battery dispatch can reduce customer utility bills by (1)
Moving energy use from-high cost periods to low-cost periods; (2) Reducing load during
the annual ICAP hour; and/or (3) Reducing facility’s peak load each billing month. In
addition to cost savings through bill reductions, there are opportunities to generate
additional revenue through participation in utility DR programs or ISO markets.
Customers will attempt to meet many different objectives at a single site. This introduces
evaluation challenges to understanding the extent to which the solution met each objective
and utility objectives in particular. This evaluation had challenges with Site A in this
regard. Eversource should consider designing future demonstration projects to designate
different priorities at each demonstration site to study the effectiveness of the solution to
meet various objectives.
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